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Introduction
Synonymous mutations are those mutations in coding sequence 

(CDS) that do not change the amino acid (AA). However, this does 
not mean that synonymous mutations are free from natural selection 
[1]. Apart from the small fraction of synonymous mutations that 
affect mRNA splicing [2], another important feature for synonymous 
codons is that different synonymous codons are decoded at different 
rates during translation elongation [3-6] due to the difference in tRNA 
availability, term tRNA adaptation index (tAI) [7]. Optimized codons 
(with higher tAI values) tend to have higher translation efficiency 
(faster elongation speed). Thus, synonymous mutations that change the 
tAI would result in altered translation rate, which could be potentially 
subjected to natural selection. In the cancer field, synonymous 
mutations are often automatically ignored because much attention has 
been paid to the AA changes that are associated with cancer. However, 
the increased translation of oncogenes or the decreased translation 
of tumor suppressor genes (TSG) might also lead to oncogenesis 
even when the protein sequences are unchanged. These changes in 
translation level could be induced by synonymous mutations. So that 
we intuitively consider that those synonymous mutations increasing the 
tAI should be suppressed in oncogenes in normal human populations. 
In our previously published work, we reported that “nonsynonymous, 
synonymous and nonsense mutations in human cancer-related genes 
undergo stronger purifying selection than expectation” [1]. In this 
current follow-up study, we further divided the well-annotated cancer-
related genes into oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (TSG) and we 
mainly focus on synonymous mutations [8].

We downloaded the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in 
human populations and extracted those mutations in highly expressed 
genes in HeLa cells. The ancestral state of mutations is parsed according 

to genomic alignments between human, macaque and mouse. We found 
that in the normal human populations, derived synonymous mutations 
that increase tAI are strongly suppressed in oncogenes but slightly 
favored in TSG. In oncogenes, mutation sites with higher conservation 
levels are more likely to decrease the tAI.

Our results indicate that the synonymous mutations in the human 
genome are not strictly neutral. The potentially increased translation of 
oncogenes and the decreased translation of TSG caused by synonymous 
mutations are suppressed in normal human populations. This is an 
indirect evidence that the synonymous-induced translational changes 
might be related to oncogenesis and should not be ignored in the cancer 
studies.

Methods
Data collection

We collected the recent version of all human SNP data from NCBI 
dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/) (Version: Build 150. Last 
downloaded: January 2018). The common and all SNPs are labeled 
distinctly in the website. The list of 719 human cancer-related genes 
was downloaded from the latest version of cancer gene census website 
(CGC, https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/census/). After removing a few 
ambiguously annotated genes, we finally obtained 312 oncogenes and 
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314 tumor suppressor genes (TSG) (Additional file 1: Table S1). The 
reference genome sequences of human (H. sapiens, version hg19) and 
mouse (M. musculus, version mm10) were downloaded from UCSC 
Genome Browser (genome.ucsc.edu), and the reference genome of 
rhesus macaque (M mulatta, Ensembl version v89) was downloaded 
from Ensembl Genome Browser (www.ensembl.org).

Annotation of human SNPs 

We annotated the SNP sites using the hg19 human genome 
downloaded from UCSC Genome Browser (genome.ucsc.edu). If 
a SNP hits multiple isoforms of the same gene, the transcript with 
the longest CDS (canonical transcript) was retained. The canonical 
transcript of each gene was defined by the software SnpEff (version 4.2) 
[9]. If a SNP does not hit any genes, it is annotated as intergenic. All the 
information of a given SNP in CDS including the position on CDS, the 
amino acid before and after mutation, were inferred from the output 
file of SnpEff. The mutations related to splicing effects (indicated by the 
software) were discarded because we should separate the selection on 
synonymous mutations from the constrain on splicing changes.

Conservation analysis

Conservation level of genomic positions is measured by phyloP 
score (file hg19.100way.phyloP100way.bw, downloaded from UCSC 
Genome Browser, genome.ucsc.edu). Briefly, sites with higher 
conservation level have higher phyloP scores. The orthologous sites 
(genomic coordinates) between human and mouse or between human 
and rhesus macaque were transferred with liftOver [8] based on the 
pairwise genomic alignments. The lift Over chain files were downloaded 
from UCSC Genome Browser website(http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.
edu/goldenPath/hg19/liftOver/). Bedtools (version 2.25) [10] was used 
to extract sequences of a give region according to the reference genome.

Calculation of gene expression level in human HeLa cells

We searched for the public database and chose an NGS dataset 
conducted in human HeLa cells (GES63591) [11]. The mRNA-Seq 
library (si-control) was used to define the gene expression level. We 
aligned the mRNA-Seq NGS reads to the hg19 reference genome using 
STAR (version 2.7) [12]. The uniquely mapped reads were kept for 
downstream analysis. The read counts of each gene were calculated by 
htseq-count (version 0.5.4) [13]. In this gene expression calculation, 
the canonical transcript of each gene was chosen, and all the reads 
overlapped with exon regions were counted. Highly expressed genes 
(7712 genes in total) are defined as gene with reads count > 200. Among 
the 7712 highly expressed genes in HeLa cells, 104 are oncogenes and 
157 are TSG, the remaining 7451 genes are termed “other genes”. We 
focused on highly expressed genes because they are better annotated 
(since poorly annotated genes are not possible to have many mapped 
NGS reads).

History and definition of tAI

To quantitatively measure the extent of codon bias, the codon 
adaptation index (CAI) was first invented [14]. CAI considers the 
codon frequencies appearing in the highly expressed genes. The factors 
that are ignored by CAI are 1) the tRNA pool that could actually 
translate each codon and 2) the wobble interactions between codon and 
anticodon. These factors could indeed affect the decoding efficiency. 
For example, the adenosines located at the first anticodon positions 
(A34NN) are deaminated into inosines (I34NN), which could form 
wobble (and also weaker) interactions with C, U or A [15]. To fill the 
gap left by CAI, tRNA adaptation index (tAI) was then created [7]. 

tAI could either describe a codon or a gene. The codon level tAI was 
name wi in the original literature [7]. tAI of a codon is calculated by 
the following steps, 1) seek for the corresponding tRNA copy numbers 
of a codon; 2) weight each tRNA copy number if wobble base pairing 
appears; 3) sum up the weighted tRNA copy numbers; 4) normalize by 
the maximum value within the same amino acid (within synonymous 
codons). The weight of each type of wobble interaction is decided 
by the selection constraint (sij) [7]. Distinct sij values suitable for 
different evolutionary clades were also defined [16]. tAI of each codon 
is generally in proportion to the tRNA that can translate this codon. 
This could be an estimate of translation efficiency at codon level. The 
tAI of each gene is the geometric mean of the tAI values of each codon. 
Similarly, tAI of a gene could be an estimate of gene level translation 
efficiency.

Statistical analysis and code availability

All statistical analyses (correlation tests, Fisher’s exact tests) and 
the graphic work were conducted in R environment (http://www.R-
project.org/). The codes used in this study are available under request.

Results
Mutations in coding regions of human genome

Our previous work has displayed the mutation patterns in human 
cancer-related genes [1] and our recent work is basically an extension of 
our previous study. The workflow for the preliminary data processing 
is summarized as follows (see Methods for details). We collected the 
recent version of human SNP data (normal human population) from 
NCBI dbSNP and annotated the SNP sites using the hg19 human 
genome downloaded from UCSC Genome Browser (Methods). To 
determine whether a mutation in human population is a 
derived mutation, the orthologous sites between human and mouse 
or between human and rhesus macaque were transferred with liftOver 
based on the pairwise alignments. Derived mutations must have the 
same nucleotide in the reference genome of human, macaque and 
mouse (Figure 1A). We retrieved the derived mutations in CDS of 
human genes. The mutation sites potentially related to splicing changes 
were further discarded (Methods). In the remaining set of mutations in 
CDS, synonymous mutations are those do not change amino acid (AA) 
and nonsynonymous mutations are those that change AA sequences.

Oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (TSG)

From the cancer gene consensus, we obtained 626 well annotated 
cancer-related genes, including 312 oncogenes and 314 TSG (Methods 
and Additional file 1: Table S1). Initially, we define the human genes 
apart from these 626 genes as “other genes”. However it is conceivable 
that the cancer-related genes are better annotated than the other 
genes, so that the annotation of mutation sites might be less precise 
in some poorly characterized genes. To conduct a fair comparison, we 
confined our analyses in the set of highly expressed genes in HeLa cells 
(Methods). Among the 7712 highly expressed genes in HeLa cells, 104 
are oncogenes and 157 are TSG, the remaining 7451 genes are termed 
“other genes”. We summarized the mutations in coding region of 
these genes: 408 nonsynonymous and 340 synonymous mutations in 
oncogenes (nsy/syn = 1.20), 861 nonsynonymous and 603 synonymous 
mutations in TSG (nsy/syn = 1.43), 34845 nonsynonymous and 20800 
synonymous mutations in other genes (nsy/syn = 1.68). This result 
could be interpreted as the constraint on cancer-related genes especially 
oncogenes in normal human populations due to the deleterious effects 
of nonsynonymous mutations (Figure 1B).
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Figure 1: An overview of the methods and materials used in this study (A) Our scheme to define the ancestral state of a site and the derived mutations. The 
branch length in the phylogenetic tree is unscaled (B) nonsynonymous to synonymous ratios in oncogenes, TSG and other genes. P-values are calculated 
by Fisher’s exact tests (C) tAI of the sense codons in human.

 

Figure 2: Constraint on synonymous mutations that increase or decrease the tAI values (A) A diagram telling the readers our definition of synonymous mutations 
that increase or decrease the tAI (B) Fractions of the synonymous mutations that increase or decrease the tAI values. P-values are calculated by Fisher’s exact 
tests (C) Boxplots showing the delta tAI values of synonymous mutations in oncogenes, TSG and other genes. P-values are calculated by Wilcoxon rank sum tests 
(D) Spearman’s correlation between the conservation level and delta tAI values among the synonymous mutations in oncogenes (E) Example of oncogenes with 
the lowest or highest delta tAI values.
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Synonymous mutations that increase tAI are suppressed in 
oncogenes

tRNA adaptation index (tAI) describes the tRNA accessibility of a 
given codon (Figure 1C and Methods). Codons with higher tAI values 
are generally translated faster. Thus, synonymous mutations are able 
to alter the translation rate through changing the tAI values although 
the AA is unchanged (Figure 2A). Since the increased translation of 
oncogenes or the decreased translation of TSG might also lead to 
oncogenesis, we intuitively surmise that the synonymous mutations 
increasing the tAI should be suppressed in oncogenes in normal 
human populations. Among all the derived synonymous mutations in 
oncogenes, TSG and other genes, we classified them into two categories: 
tAI-up mutations (increased tAI) and tAI-down mutations (decreased 
tAI). We found that the fraction of tAI-up synonymous mutations is 
significantly lower in oncogenes than in other genes (Figure 2B) while 
no remarkable difference is observed between TSG and other genes 
(Fig. 2B). We next calculated the change of tAI value (delta tAI) for 
each synonymous mutation. Globally, we observed that the delta tAI 
values are significantly lower in oncogenes than other genes (Figure 
2C) but significantly higher in TSG than other genes (Figure 2C). Our 
observations are plausible, the increased translation (contributed by 
tAI-up mutations) of oncogenes or the decreased translation (caused 
by tAI-down mutations) of TSG might be related to cancer growth or 
oncogenesis, so that these mutations are not likely to occur in the data 
of normal human populations.

We also found additional evidence to support our assumption. 
From the aspect of evolutionary biology, the more conserved genes or 
sites are usually functionally more important and selective constrained. 
In oncogenes, we investigated the correlation between the conservation 
level of the synonymous mutation sites (Methods) and the delta tAI 
values of these sites (Figure 2D). Interestingly, these two features 
show a strong negative correlation (Figure 2D). Remember that 
these patterns come from the normal human population data rather 
than cancer samples, so this correlation simply indicates that more 
conserved sites in oncogenes are less affordable for a (synonymous) 
mutation that increase the tAI, which could potentially enhance the 
translation of host oncogenes.

Discussion
Synonymous mutations were originally thought to be evolutionarily 

neutral since they do not change the amino acid sequences. With the 
appearance of next generation sequencing (NGS) technique, studies 
have identified a small set of synonymous mutations that might be 
subjected to natural selection due to their effect on mRNA splicing [2]. 
Our current study further broadened the knowledge of selection force 
acting on synonymous mutations.

We revealed that in the normal human population, the synonymous 
mutations that increase tAI are suppressed in oncogenes. Since 
increased translation (contributed by tAI-up mutations) of oncogenes 
or the decreased translation (caused by tAI-down mutations) of 
TSG might be related to cancer growth or oncogenesis, so that 
these mutations are not likely to occur in the data of normal human 
populations. To concretize our theory, we ranked the oncogenes 
(with synonymous mutations) by the mean delta tAI values and the 
top six and bottom six genes were displayed (Figure 2E). For example, 
oncogene CXCR4 (C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 4) has the lowest 
delta tAI value, oncogene SRSF3 (serine/argine-rich splicing factor 
3) has the highest delta tAI value (Figure 2E). Note again that these 
observations come from the normal human population data rather 
than cancer samples, so the oncogenes with lower delta tAI values 

are less affordable for a synonymous mutation that increase the tAI, 
and vice versa. If one asks for a set of candidate oncogenes which are 
most likely to cause oncogenesis by synonymous mutations, we would 
putatively recommend the genes with lower delta tAI values in normal 
human populations like CXCR4.

Furthermore, it is almost the “tradition” that the synonymous 
mutations are automatically ignored in the cancer prevention or 
cancer diagnosis. On the contrary, our work demonstrates that in 
human populations, synonymous mutations that alter the tAI values 
are selectively constrained in oncogenes as well as TSG. This means 
that this kind of synonymous mutations might otherwise lead to cancer 
if they occur in oncogenes as commonly as they occur in other genes. 
Thus, the synonymous mutations should not be ignored in the cancer 
field. We speculate that some synonymous mutations in oncogenes 
(e.g. which severely increase tAI) should be noticed in cancer diagnosis 
and even be listed as potential causal mutations. Our idea combined 
with the patterns we found in oncogenes and TSG should be interesting 
to molecular biologists, cancer biologists as well as evolutionary 
biologists. Together with the fact that genomic studies on features like 
tAI are rarely conducted in the cancer researches, so that our work 
should be welcome by the broad community of this field.

Conclusion
Our results indicate that the synonymous mutations in the human 

genome are not strictly neutral. The potentially increased translation 
of oncogenes and the decreased translation of TSG caused by 
synonymous mutations are suppressed in normal human populations. 
This is an indirect evidence that the synonymous-induced translational 
changes might be related to oncogenesis and should not be ignored in 
the cancer studies.
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